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HOW RAKER’S GREENHOUSE GOT LEAN

Introduction

Lean manufacturing has become increasingly popular in the horticultural industry over the past five to ten

years. Many businesses are adopting lean principles, including my own, C. Raker & Sons in Litchfield,

Michigan. Lean, however, is not a new concept or set of tools. It has been practiced most notably in the

automotive industry, particularly at Toyota which is, by many accounts, credited with “inventing” lean as

a means to extricate itself from bankruptcy in its early years.

Lean is seductive because it promises significant improvements in productivity, quality, lead time,

reduced space, and increased cash flow. However, like any other program or initiative, lean risks

succumbing to the same problems common to change programs in general, including being started and

abandoned, poorly implemented, or marginalized. The reasons for failure include, among others, poor

leadership, not gaining a critical mass of support, and the program-of-the-month syndrome which causes

people to become cynical.

One very common cause that threads its way through all of these failings is that lean is not integrated with

other organizational systems and initiatives already underway. Writers who espouse the advantages of

lean cannot detail in a short article how to ensure a seamless fit between lean and other business systems

and processes. These other systems might include automation, accounting practices, supply chain

management, cost cutting initiatives, and organizational restructuring. Books can explore all these facets,

but how many of us has enough time to read a whole book on lean?

Most greenhouses have been pursuing automation and efficiency relentlessly for many years to reduce

labor costs, improve quality, and shorten lead times. In this short article I am going to focus on just one

area in which we implemented lean principles, sharing what we did, what worked, and why.

Shipping

Over the years, we have computerized and automated our shipping area to facilitate error-free shipping

and improve productivity.

The Way It Was

1) Shipping employees were given picking tickets for orders that came out of the computer. The

ticket gave the tray item to be pulled and its location down to the bench level in the shipping

greenhouse which is approximately 124k square feet. The puller then moved a cart along a

monorail system pulling the trays off benches and placing them on the cart until their order was

complete.



2) After pulling trays for orders, they were electronically compared to the picking ticket by another

operator with a handheld scanner to ensure the correct trays were pulled. After scanning, she

would push the full monorail carts down to the packing line which was 65 feet away. Afterwards,

she would have to walk back to the scanning station. This person would do this approximately

100 times per day which equals about 2.5 miles of walking.

3) Prior to all of this, a semi-automated box maker was fed by an operator. The box was squared,

taped, and sent down a conveyor where several high school students filled the boxes with sleeves

for different tray configurations for shipping. The boxes were stacked for later usage as needed.

(See Picture 1)

Picture 1. Preassembled boxes stacked for later use

In a four-day kaizen event we studied these processes and found that there was a lot of waste in the

system despite the automation employed. In one set of calculations we determined that we were paying

the equivalent of one person’s wages for a whole year to just walk empty handed. We also calculated the

cost of the wasted space utilized by our inventory of boxes.

What did we do to address these issues?

1) We split the shipping greenhouse into three zones. Now, pullers are given picking tickets that mix

together several partial orders in just their own zone. This reduces the distance each puller must

walk and the chance of being blocked by another puller’s monorail cart. Later, after all the trays

from the different zones are delivered to a central location, they are assembled into complete

orders.

2) We moved the scanning station right next to the packing line. The monorail carts still have to be

pushed up to the packing station, but now this is done by the puller who has to walk past the

packing line anyway to pick up their next monorail cart for their new picking ticket. This

eliminated 2. 5 miles of walking per day.



3) We stopped making boxes ahead of time. We found that stored boxes got damaged, were in the

wrong configurations, and consumed a lot of space. Now, we have two or three people making

boxes using the same equipment as before, but in real time and queuing them in racks in the

configurations called for at the time. The box makers know what configurations of boxes to make

when the queue in the rack is nearly empty. We pull the boxes through the system now rather

than pushing them through. This method has reduced box making labor, increased our space

utilization, reduced box damage, and resulted in making only the type of boxes needed when they

are needed. (See Picture 2)

Picture 2. Boxes made just-in-time in queue

The results we achieved with these few changes were dramatic. Table 1 shows a sample set of weeks and

the productivity increases we achieved through these few simple changes.

Trays Shipped Per Hour

Week 2006 2007 % Increase

27 18.9 24.7 30.7%

28 12.0 22.5 87.5%

29 10.9 23.4 114.7%

30 14.3 24.2 69.2%

Table 1. Comparative shipping productivity results



Conclusion

Here are some lean principles we kept in mind when implementing lean automation.

1) Utilizing one-piece flow, or as close to that as we could get, instead of batch and queue.

2) Pulling product though the system instead of pushing it through.

3) Training people to be flexible by being able to perform more than one job.

4) Designing our system around the value stream instead of by functional departments.1

Certainly, automation and other improvement efforts can each yield significant improvements in

productivity and quality. The problem with most of these efforts, as is true with anything you do, is that it

does not always live up to its full potential. Take the case of our shipping line. Having the picking

computer 65 feet from the packing line which we thought would increase productivity by providing a

buffer resulted in wasteful walking for the picking station operator. As it turns out, this was unnecessary

and we saved 2.5 miles of walking per day.

In addition, by making boxes just-in-time we were able to reduce labor, reduce box inventory, increase

space utilization, decrease box damage, and make only what we needed when we needed it. Same

technology, lean thinking, very different results.

Sometimes lean principles lead you to counterintuitive solutions, but ones that actually improve efficiency

and quality. These examples demonstrate the need to integrate your various organizational systems and

processes. Technology and automation certainly produced results for us. Integrating them into a lean

system enhanced their benefits. Changing our mindset from mass production to lean thinking made our

automation more efficient than it would have been alone.
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